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Abstract: On-line assistan ce programs should have 
the ability to fulfill complex requests for information. We 
have built an assistance program for the Fran z Lisp 
programming language in which users can enter multiple 
keyword queries in an unstructured form. The keywords are 
mapped into the semantic network databa se, and spreading 
activation is u sed lo determine the object to be retrieved. 

A many-lo -many mapping between keywords and topic s 
permits familiar words lo refer lo potentially unfamiliar 
and diverse topics; for example in Fran z Lisp, the keyword 
'add' is associated with C ONS, APPEN D and PLUS. A 
weighting scheme assign s a value for relatedn es s between 
keywords and objects, making ADD most closely related lo 
PWS. Activation is directed by assigning weight s to the 
topics and lo the classes of links between object s. 

Introduction 
On-line ass istance programs a.re frequ ently in cluded in 

interactive systems to make them easier to use. Ass istanc e is 
generally initiated by an ex plicit requ es t from th e user, who 
enters a command like help or man [8]. On e of the most 
common and frust ra ting problems with most conventional 
help systems is a variation on th e old dictionary-lookup 
problem: 

How can I look a word up in the dictionary to 
discover its spelling if I don 't know how lo spell 
ii ? 

Users of computer systems are often faced wi th a need to 
learn about some aspect of th e system but do not know what 
information to ask for or exactly how to ask for it. 

There are several possible app roaches to this problem. 
One approach is to index information in th e Help database 
by fun ction t erms th at the user will have a good cha.nee of 
knowing [8]. Another is to endow the help sys tem with a 
model of its users which can be used to predict what 
information th e user will need [4J. Still another approach is 
to develop a help system which th e user can easily ex plore in 
a top-down manner to find th e informat ion he needs [l]. The 
information retriev al field [7] has a wide se t of sta tegies for 
identifying possibly relevant items from a large dat a. base. 

In this research, we have follow ed th e general approac h 
of providing the user with a network of chunks of help text 
conn ect ed by a variety of sy ntac tic and semantic links. The 
user can explore th e network to seek th e answer to a 
particular question or more generally browse through the 
network to discover new facts. O ne of the primary problems 
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with such a network based help sys tem is providing the user 
with a mechanism to find an appropriate place in th e 
network from which t.o begin his exploration. Asking the 
user to employ a top-down search strategy from a roo t help 
node places a large burd en on him when the network is large. 
W e have provid ed a keyword access system which the user 
can use to id entify relevant starting places in th e network. 

In some keyword access sys tems, th e user desc ribes the 
des ired information by spec ifying a se t of uniqu e terms for 
commands or obj ec ts in th e system. Ac cessing information 
using uniqu e keywords, however, pres upposes that the user 
knows th e keywords and th eir corresponding topics in the 
system. T o requ es t information about the fun ction th at add s 
an a tom to th e front of a list in Lisp, the user would need to 
know that it is called con s . 

Altern atively, usin g many keywords to refer to obj ects in 
th e sys tem causes confusion about what th e use r wants to 
know. For example, one can add numbers to numbers ( e. g. 
Plus) or add atoms to lists (e.g., Cons). If the user as ks for 
help about add, how does th e help program determine wh at 
type of addine; is of interest? We propose a tec hniqu e for 
determining w , ponses in help programs given a network 
database of help information and at lea.st two keyword s as 
input from the user. 

Desc ription of HOW? 
Our help facility , HOW ?, prov ides tex tu al information as 

desc riptions, examples, and errors about a subset of th e 
lan guage and programming environment of Franz Lisp. Th e 
information is organi zed in a network, wh ere th e nodes are 
tex tu al descriptions and the named links (subtopic, related 
topic, superlopic, example-of, errors- from, details-about) are 
the rela tions between th e concepts that the descriptions 
represent. Th e sys tem is entered from Lisp via the fun ction 
HELP along with any number of keywords. Further 
inform ation is accessed by choosing from a menu of 
assoc ia ted topics, executing designated help commands, or 
entering a list of one or more keywords in an unstru ctured 
form . 

Translation of User R equ est to P rogram Response 
l.1~in g a ~Iring of w 0rr1 ~ .to desc ribe a topic seems to be 

the most natural method fo r a huma n. Given at leas t two 
words th at refer to concep ts in th e database and th e network 
configuration, a nod e can be selected fo r presentation by 
usin g spreadin g activation [2]. 

Spreadin g activ ation t heory models human memory 
retri eval as ac tivation energy spreadin g fro m input nodes 
a~ross lin ks in a semant ic network to an in te rsec tion [2]. 
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Applied in the help network database, this theory provides 
the basis for retrieving information from the database in 
response to complex, multiple word queries. 

Abstract ly, our version of this technique involves spread
to-limit from a starting point of a list of keywords, which 
refer to nodes. In spread-to- limi t, the activation is divided 
among the initial nodes, multiplied by an attenuator or 
spread-decay value and spread t.o adjacent nodes (and spread 
to their adjacent nodes and so on ) until the activation is 
below the spread-lim-it, a threshold value that defin es 
negligible activation levels. 

Description of the Algorithm 
The algorithm relies on the weighting of the keyword 

types and the meaning of the links for distributing the 
act iv ation. Keywords can be of three types, based on how 
closely they describe their topic. Sy nonomous or unique keys 
are given a weight of three, keys that describe a topic very 
well a weight of two, and secondary or loosely descriptiv e 
keys a weight of one. Each type of link (supertopic, subtop ic, 
related-topic, details-of, errors-of, examples-of) also has a 
weight associated with it. These weights are determined by a 
combination of the designer's intui tion of t heir relative 
importance and empirical testing. 

The parallel search is simu lated by maintaining a queue 
of active nod es (nod es with activation to spread further) and 
maintaining two activation levels per node. The two levels 
are temp-level aiid activation-level. Temp-leve l is the level of 
activation that the topic has received since the bst time it 
spread activation to other nodes. Activation-level is the total 
amount of act ivation that has been accumu lated by it during 
the current retrieval. 

The process is started by extracting the keywords from 
the user request and sett ing the initial activation levels of the 
appropriate topics. The starting network act ivat ion of 1.0 
units is divided evenly among the input keywords (words 

fro111 ,ue request that correspond to nodes in the network ). 
The initial keyword activation level is then distributed 
among the topics, referred to by the keyword, by summin g 
their weights (three, two, or one) and distributing the 
keyword's initia l weight between the topics by percentage of 
total weight. A symbolic form of the equation used appears 
in figure l. The topics are added to the active queue, and 
normal cycling is begun. 

Given: KEYS= K1, K2, K3 ... KM 
which map to nodes N 1, N2, N3 ... N5 
with values V of {3, 2 or l} 

activation/node = Yr * Wi 

EV 

where Vi = value associated with each node 

Wi = activation/key = ! 
M 

Figure 1: Formula for Initial Activation Levels 
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In a normal cycle, the next node on the queue is read. Its 
temp-level is multiplied by an attenuation factor. The 
attenuation factor is much lik e the resistance of the links to 
having energy spread through them; a weak link , such as 
errors-from, has a high resistance and so a llows less energy 
to pass. The atten uation factor reduces the influence of the 
initia l activation over time/distanc e. If the temp-level times 
t he attenuator is less than the spread-limit , then no 
act ivation will be spread. 

The attenuated activation is divided among the 
assoc iated nodes accord in g to their percentage of the total 
weight . Th e weights of the links are summed, and the 
activ ation to be spread to each is the i'lput activat ion 
multiplied by the weight of the link and divided by the sum 
of the weights. This amount is add ed to both the act ivation
level and the temp-level for the assoc iated nodes, which are 
pushed onto the queue. Finally, the node just processed is 
remov ed from the queue. This formula is in figure 2. 

where 
A = attenuation factor 
W = weight or each link 

Ein = temp-level 

Eout for each Li = ~ * Ein * A 
EW 

where (Ein * A) > spread-limit 

for the node 

Figure 2: Formula for Spreading Activation During Cycling 

Cyc ling continues until there no nodes are left on the queue. 
The spread-activation fun ction returns the list of tnpics, that 
have been act ivated, sorted according to their activation
levels . The highest ranking candidate on the list is the topic 
to be retrieved, with other topics offered to the user as 
a lternatives. A more comp lex a lternative selection scheme 
would involve choosing alternatives relative to the highest. 
For example, if the first topic's act ivation is considerably 
higher than any other's, then on ly this topic would be 
offered. The alternates are printed on the screen for the 
user's reference and can be accessed by use of a built-in 
command . 

Results and Conclusions 
The technique bas been tested with a series of multip le 

keyword requests. Because the system discards irrelevant 
keywords, pseudo-natural langu age input is possible, but not 
necessary. Figure 3 demonstrates a few test cases input to the 
spreading activation functions. The requests were chosen 
from the portion or the database that is the most complete. 

One benefit of this technique is that a request which 
seems appropriate to a number or related topics will usually 
suggest a suitable general node from which the user can 
exp lore. This stems from the organ ization of the network 
a long supertopic and subtopic links. 



How do I add an atom to a list? 
highest ranking candidate: APPEND 
alternatives: APPEND1 CONS Ust-data-type CAR/ CDR 

How do I add an atom to the front of a list? 
highest ranlt1ng candidate: CONS 
alternatives: APPEND1 CAR/CDR APPEND Ust-data-type 

How do I add an atom to the back of a list? 
highest ranlt1ng candidate: APPENDi 
alternatives: CONS CAR/ CDR APPEND Ust-data-type 

How do I add two lists together? 
highest ranking candidate: APPEND 
alternatives: APPEND1 CONS Ust-data-type CAR/CDR 

Figure 3: Spreading Activation Test Cases 

The use of spreading act ivation with the weighted 
keyword scheme shows promise as a method for processing 
comp lex queries to a help program without developing a 
natural language interface. Because the database structure 
and keyword set impact t he result of spreading activation 
searches, the database must currently be hand coded . 
Current research is invest igat ing ways of automating the 
database construction process to confront this issue. 
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